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Day trips during the Pre-Conference tour to Suzhou and Nantong were 
arranged and led by Yoshiko Wada, with some assistance from Chinese language 
translators.  These trips started from JinZe and traveled by bus to view 
museums, gardens and craftsmen studios.  Each destination was of cultural 
interest or special relevance to the Shibori Symposium subjects. 

 

Suzhou 

The light rain on this morning did not deter any established plans, as we 
began the day tour in the “Finest Specimen of Chinese Private Gardens”, the 
Humble Administrator's Garden.  This is a popular 18-hectare site adjacent to the 
Suzhou Museum (next stop) and prime example of Chinese gardens.  Our 
professional guide rapidly led us through the crowded grounds of pools, 
plantings, and traditional architecture.   

In Chinese culture mandarin ducks are a symbol of fidelity and lifelong 
devotion.  Within the gardens a well-curated pair silently floated on a pool 
beneath a memorable structure with indigo-blue stained glass.  The small leaded-
glass windows adorned all sides of the structure in an elegant repeating pattern.  
This was one of the many buildings tourists could enter, and it's placement in the 
landscape, and it's size and interior brought to mind a boathouse.   

Every architectural detail seems to be considered in China, particularly 
within elite venues such as these formal garden grounds.  Often repeating 
patterns are found in these elements and entire surroundings are a visual delight. 
The beautiful layering of shaped tiles used in most roofing was accentuated in 
late October with fallen and dried leaves between the rows.  Carved or otherwise 
intricate latticework covers almost every window in China in grid, diamond, and 
more complex patterns.  Touring the gardens was an opportunity to appreciate 
just this simple, thoughtful detail, right down to the delicate carving on a 
Chinese lock. 

Plantings are consciously constructed in the formal garden landscape, 
although somehow these gardens bear little resemblance to the American 
manicured styles.  Texture, form and line are considered as compositional 
elements, as seen in details like grasses edging a walkway.  The plants work with 
the architecture, various structures and man-made details throughout.   

This level of thoughtfulness is not lost on any aspect of lifestyle, as reflected 
in furniture- such as the opium-smoking chair we viewed in one of the ornately 



furnished interiors.  This could have been the building designated solely for 
men- (a separate structure nearby was intended for women to gather).  The 
opium-smoking chair is actually sofa-sized and appears to have a center tray-
table that is removable in the event one might want to fully recline.  Materials are 
not only gorgeous dark wood shaped and carved, but inlaid marble panels and 
woven reed seating.   

45 minutes of garden-enjoyment later, my Suzhou Museum tour was, as 
luck would have it accompanied by an American Facebook friend who lives in 
Suzhou- a PhD Professor of urban planning on a several-year teaching stint at the 
local University.  Viewing this museum with her brought an interesting 
perspective. She was quite familiar and let me know right away that the most 
interesting aspect of the museum is its architecture, the building having been 
designed by Suzhou’s own I.M. Pei.  I may agree with her based solely on the fact 
that the corridor ceilings were very interesting combined with the racing speed 
at which we navigated the extremely crowded museum.  I glanced at what 
appeared to be a stunning array of objects without enough time to fully absorb 
them.  (Museums take all day!)  

What I did gain was a brief conversation with a ‘temporary-local’ on the 
culture of Chinese education.  According to my friend China desires to bring 
America educators into their Universities in an effort to teach innovation and 
creative problem solving skills.  China is known for its strength in preserving 
tradition and reproduction.  For a country of such economic power on the verge 
of the next level, whatever that may be, this is an interesting observation and 
attempt at a solution on their part. 

Since the Silk Museum of Suzhou was closed for renovation, we moved on 
to the Embroidery Institute, which proved to be quite large and included more 
than just embroidery- and all of which was impressive.  

The Embroidery Research Institute was established in 1957 as a place for 
research, production and sales of the intangible cultural heritage of famous 
Suzhou embroidery. The market for this work nowadays is primarily foreign 
tourists and the gift shop was very large.  

The embroidery we observed in process in the workshop was the finest 
imaginable and the motifs were all quite traditional. What makes Suzhou 
embroidery incredible is not only its fineness (it is often executed on organza) 
but also its reversible characteristic. This clearly requires a special stitch type and 
a great deal of training. The workshop we visited was arranged in terms of 
training levels. In the very last rooms were the most advanced craftsmen.  

The other technique we observed at the Embroidery Institute was woven 
silk tapestry. This intangible cultural heritage craft can be categorized with 
Suzhou embroidery in terms of its fineness. The tapestry is so fine that it is 
worked from the backside, and it is executed on a weaving floor loom. The 
craftsman we watched was highly skilled, he worked quickly in low but natural 



light, with many, many small shuttles and a cartoon beneath and a drawing 
above. The threads were the finest silk possible.   

Nantong 

This bus trip took us across the mighty Yantze River.  The Yantze may be 
compared to the Mississippi in size and relevance to the country, except their 
mighty river divides the country along north and south. Our guide explained 
that China’s geographical division can be considered as follows: the south is the 
economic region in contrast to the mountainous north. The large central river 
area that includes Suzhou and Nantong is considered the Yantze Delta. This river 
yields the drinking water, fish farming, rice fields and provides critical ports.  
 
  
 The theme of the Nantong tour was the traditional Chinese stencil-printed 
and indigo-dyed cloth known as blue calico. The first stop took us into a 
residential area to visit craftsmen studios where we received the gift of viewing 
the entire process from stencil-cutting to the indigo vats.  The bus deposited our 
group of 15 or 20 eager textile enthusiasts on a residential street and we walked 
some distance through a small community, past people’s homes and yards, 
which offered us a glimpse of typical Chinese living conditions.   
 Finally arriving at a tiny studio stuffed with mountains of calico cloth, a 
handful of Chinese men and women, a child and a puppy or two, in the back of 
which was a low-lit table and a craftsman cutting a stencil for printing this 
traditional cloth. He used a sharp blade to cut along drawn lines on the paper, 
which will eventually be coated with tung oil for waterproofing.  
 Nearby was the printing and dyeing facility, a much larger building that 
reminded me of a barn.  In its ‘rafters’ hung many yards of paste-printed cloth 
awaiting dyeing, and stacks of (what I believed to be) indigo plant material 
bound and piled in corners like hay. Numerous vats filled the other side of the 
room of varying sizes, including one the size of a small swimming pool. 
 Near the wide doorway, two women worked efficiently at printing the 
cloth.  They print with a paste, which will resist the indigo dye and retain the 
white ground of the cotton cloth in those pattern areas.  The paste recipe was of 
great interest to the tour group and serious discussion, pantomime and various 
language barriers ensued.  
 The highly skilled craftswomen stand facing each other across the printing 
table. One places the single stencil precisely on the fabric and the other uses a 
trowel-type tool to spread the soybean paste over the stencil several times. Once 
this is complete, she lifts the stencil, the fabric is advanced one section and it is 
repeated- for many yards.  Calico pieces are traditionally 12 meters long. 



 The paste must dry on the cloth for a long time- we understood perhaps 2 
weeks (?) before it is ready for dyeing. The removal of the pasted requires 
vigorous scraping with a knife, and then washing. The cloth would sometimes be 
made shiny as a final step with the use of stone ‘calendaring’.  
 Next, the Nantong tour included a stop at the Blue Calico Museum.  Dr. 
Wu Yuanxin welcomed our group to the small museum he established in 1997 
that contains his enormous collection (approximately 26,000 pieces) of blue calico 
printed cloth. Dr. Wu himself is a 6th generation indigo dyer and expert on the 
subject. The museum also houses looms of the type that would produce the 
cotton substrate, a spinning wheel used in the making of cotton thread and other 
related tools and equipment.  
 I had the pleasure of meeting a young Chinese man at the museum who is 
studying with Dr. Wu, and recalling the great interest in the paste resist recipe he 
was happy to oblige the questions with his quite good English.  As it turned out, 
he would be joining us at the main Symposium in a few days to come. 
  
 
 These studio and museum visits turned out to be a wonderful foundation 
for the upcoming Symposium presentations, many of which continued upon the 
themes of Chinese intangible cultural heritage craft. The 65 presentations to 
follow were delivered from many perspectives including traditional and 
contemporary, scientific and artistic.  Witnessing first hand the textile processes 
and efforts at preservation established in me a certain level of technical 
comprehension but more importantly a firm respect for these subjects. 
	  


